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March 6, 2019 

TO: Ventura County RMA Director and the Ventura County Board of Supervisors 

RMA Director Kim Prillhart via email to kim.prillhart@ventura.org  

Supervisor Steve Bennett via email to steve.bennett@ventura.org  

Supervisor Kelly Long via email to kelly.long@ventura.org  

Supervisor John Zaragoza via email to john.zaragoza@ventura.org  

Supervisor Linda Parks via email to linda.parks@ventura.org  

Supervisor Bob Huber via email to supervisor.huber@ventura.org  

Rosa Gonzales via email to clerkoftheboard@ventura.org  

 

Re: Comments on the Proposed Ventura County Wildlife Corridor Overlay Zones  

Dear Director Prillhart and Honorable Members of the Board, 

CoLAB appreciates the changes to the Planning Division’s Wildlife Corridor 

ordinance language and map layers released on 3-1-19. Many of these changes, 

including the removal of the Tierra Rejada Valley, were based on the Planning 

Commission’s recommendations to the Board of Supervisors and input from 

stakeholders in the mapped corridor.  

While this is a very positive step, we believe the unnecessary pressure on Planning 

to bring this before the Board of Supervisors so quickly after this revision will keep 

the County from resolving significant issues that will expose the County to 

litigation. 

Over 200 CoLAB members and supporters participated in a public hearing on 

January 31, 2019 where the Ventura County Planning Commission considered a 

Board of Supervisor directed effort to establish these wildlife movement 

corridors, restricting structures and uses on over 400,000 acres of county lands. 

At the Planning Commission hearing, many speakers presented real-world 

considerations of their lives and livelihoods from the proposal to create two new 

overlay zones, subjecting lands in the mapped corridors to a myriad of new 

restrictions that could be harmful to both people and wildlife. The public hearing 

resulted in significant recommendations for changes to the ordinance by the 

Planning Commission in a unanimous 5-0 vote. 

The following are points in support of the Planning Commission comments and 

recommendations at the 1-31-19 hearing with respect to the significant issues 

that need to be resolved to have a fair and equitable ordinance and prevent 

litigation against the County: 

1. The mapped corridor boundaries and surface water features have been 

altered by the County in certain areas, in an inconsistent manner, without 

an explanation of the criteria or methods and without being applied to 

similar areas countywide.  

The Planning Commission recommended that that County Planning staff clarify 

stream bed mapping where it is incorrect and reduce the setback of waterways 

from 200’ to 100’ in order to assist farmers and ranchers.  
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CoLAB is in support of these recommendations and in our analysis, we believe that the County has come a 

long way in removing human-made impoundments from the water feature maps. We also believe the 100’ 

buffer is more defensible, as these buffers to natural water features that have riparian areas would be 

within the California Department of Fish and Wildlife jurisdiction. 

That being said, we were surprised by significant changes to the most recent mapping release where new 

large land areas including agricultural parcels in the Santa Rosa Valley (one of the narrowest in the entire 

County) were removed from the wildlife corridor, without an explanation of how, on what basis and why.  

This is an important issue, because 1) the changes to the mapping affect wildfire prevention and public 

safety in only one small place in the County, even though the Planning Commission identified this an issue 

throughout the entire corridor, and 2) the County should have released and been transparent regarding 

the criteria used to make changes to the Santa Rosa Valley area, because there are multiple locations 

throughout the County that should have had the opportunity to present similar evidence for the County to 

consider removing their parcels from the corridor map as well, based on the same criteria.  

The changes to the Santa Rosa Valley were made after several Santa Rosa Valley homeowners were 

advised that their acreage was in the corridor through a meeting with CoLAB. But there was no attempt by 

the County to notify any other stakeholder groups that parcel boundaries were being modified or parcels 

removed and what the criteria would be for such an action. The red areas removed by the County are 

shown in the image below. This leaves the corridor, shown in green, at 550’ at its narrowest width shown 

near Joel Lane. 

 

Compare this with the Critical Areas that were designated by the County. In the Tierra Rejada Valley, the 

narrowest width of the Corridor is 11,000’. In the Oak View CWPA it is 5,300’ and in the Simi Hills it is 

4,000’. The fact that the Santa Rosa Valley corridor is comparatively so narrow leads to serious questions 

regarding the designation of the CWPAs, which in comparison, shows that there has been a severe 

regulatory overreach in the CWPA designations. CoLAB agrees that the narrower widths are more than 

sufficient to allow for wildlife movement, but questions why the criteria and scientific evidence backing 
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the Santa Rosa Valley map changes were not released.  Presumably, the release of such evidence would 

undermine the entire basis for the CWPAs that were previously designated – with absolutely no scientific 

basis whatsoever.  

The problem is that the original boundaries of the corridor on the above image were mapped by the South 

Coast Missing Linkages report (SCML), constructed from a 13 year old model on a regional scale. The 

report expressly states that the results and information of the study are advisory, intended to assist 

agencies in decisions. 

In analyzing the mapping across the county, it is clearly not at a scale or accuracy to be a regulatory map. 

The models have not been updated and the maps were not amended with new studies. These anomalies 

are found throughout the corridor mapping area and when confronted with landowners questioning the 

boundaries in this area, the map was amended. This issue was not addressed by the Planning Commission 

as they could not have anticipated this recent action by the County. 

In addition to changes to the corridor boundary, the county removed surface water features from the 

mapping layer in large areas of public conservation lands in Newbury Park and Thousand Oaks, bordering 

the Santa Rosa Valley as shown on the image below. The corridors are shown in green and the surface 

water features are removed from the area south of the red line, including the North Fork Arroyo Conejo, 

which is not a human-made structure. 

 

 

A surface water feature (shown in blue) was also removed near Oak Canyon Park on Simi Valley Park and 

Recreation land within the Community of Oak Park. This removal is significant because it was chosen in an 

area directly adjacent to a neighborhood where the Woolsey fire destroyed structures.  
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If the water features were not removed, these buffered stream areas would be restricted from future fuel 

modification if the ordinance passes, threatening more houses in the next fire. While this decision is surely 

positive for neighborhoods in these chosen areas, this opportunity needs to be expanded to other fire 

hazard areas of the corridor, prior to the Board of Supervisors hearing to adopt the ordinance. Commercial 

agricultural areas are particularly vulnerable in wind driven fires and the damage to agriculture in the 

Thomas fire was over $171 million.  

Therefore, CoLAB requests that the County do the following 3 things in connection with mapped corridor 

boundaries and water features: 

First, the County needs to disclose the criteria for their recent action of removing parcels in the Santa Rosa 

Valley at this late date in the process and provide an opportunity for other areas of the County to rectify 

their mapping anomalies. Due to the last-minute nature of the release of the modified ordinance, this 

would necessitate postponement of the hearing date by at least one month. 

Second, the County needs to have a public safety analysis of surface water features mapped near 

neighborhoods surrounded by State Responsibility Area fire hazard zones countywide within the corridors. 

Affected communities include, but are not limited to, the cities of Ojai, Santa Paula, Fillmore, Moorpark 

and Simi Valley, and the unincorporated communities of Piru, Bell and Box Canyons, the Tierra Rejada 

Valley, Oak View, Mira Monte, and the Oak View CWPA. This analysis should be performed, and released 

with enough time for the public to review, analyze, and provide input. Due to the last-minute nature of 

the release of the modified ordinance, this would necessitate postponement of the hearing date by at 

least one month. 
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Third, to rectify the surface water features problem, we recommend that the County remove other 

buffered water features from the corridors within a specific distance of developed communities, 

exempting vegetation modification to allow fire prevention to protect communities. 

2. The Planning Commission recommended two considerations with respect to the risk of wildfires in 

Ventura County. 

 Clarify what effect the vegetation modification regulations have on the Fire Department brush 

clearance requirements and fire risk: 

Vegetation modification standards in the proposed ordinance were concerning to the Planning 

Commission considering that over 115,000 acres of the wildlife corridors burned in the recent Thomas, 

Hill and Woolsey fires in the 2017-2018 fire seasons. The 200’ buffer from streams proposed in the 

previous ordinance using the unmodified National Wetlands Inventory layer would have restricted 

brush clearance on 140,000 acres countywide, increasing fire risk to nearly all communities in the 

county.  

CoLAB fully supports the reduction of the 200’ buffer to 100’ in decreasing the areas that would be 

restricted from fuel modification. In addition, as discussed in Comment 1, the County needs to remove 

buffered water features from the corridors within a specific distance of developed communities, 

exempting vegetation modification to allow fire prevention to protect adjacent communities. 

 Revise the vegetation exemption to state “as allowed by” instead of “as required by” the Fire 

department and to have no fee assigned in the consideration process. 

The devastation caused by the Thomas, Hill and Woolsey fires impacted county residents, farmers, 

ranchers and wildlife as the winds whipped flames through overgrown brush in poorly maintained 

lands at the edge of our communities. The fires burned into residential neighborhoods and destroyed 

agricultural crops and equipment in the County.  

In a paper written by Retired Fire Chief Bob Roper titled “Ready, Set, Go!”, Chief Roper describes how 

“Defensible space is a buffer zone that is created when weeds, brush and other natural vegetation are 

removed between a wildland fire area and assets at risk form a wildfire… Farm and ranch properties 

may require very large areas of defensible space due to surrounding vegetation and topography… 

embers can carry … more than a mile under strong Santa Ana winds. Farmers, ranchers and growers 

must be aware of the dangers flying embers pose to their homes, farm or ranch structures, and other 

assets. Ready, Set, Go! Begins with property that firefighters can defend. 

Chief Roper set up the Fire Safe Councils with local farmers and ranchers in a collaborative effort with 

Ventura County Fire. In the checklist for Farmers, Ranchers and Growers he wrote: “Remember, during 

a major wildfire, the fire engine responding to your property might be from other jurisdictions and may 

not have any local knowledge.” When fighting such wildfires, the local knowledge of landowners is 

critical.   

CoLAB strongly supports the efforts of the Fire Safe Councils to work with County Fire to modify the 

language in the ordinance to allow expanded clearance based on the location of individual properties. 

We are disappointed that County Fire is not supporting the language recommended by the Planning 

Commission to “allow” more than 100’ of clearance depending on surrounding vegetation and 

topography. 
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Further we support the Planning Commission recommendation that there be no fees assigned in the 

consideration process as property owners should not shoulder financial burden for providing a public 

service by responsibly managing vegetation to prevent fires from spreading across the County.  

With respect to fire prevention, VC CoLAB had several meetings with The Nature Conservancy, the 

National Park Service and South Coast Wildlands with positive feedback that rotational cattle grazing 

is an effective tool to manage vegetation for fuel reduction while enriching wildlife habitat. 

The community needs to support the collaborative relationship with farmers and ranchers who own 

much of the lands adjacent to cities, who provide critical resources to County Fire and Cal Fire in 

keeping fire fuels in check. This will help defend structures and equipment on farms and ranches and 

keep fires from spreading into the cities.  

3.   The Tierra Rejada Valley is an important agricultural resource for Ventura County and wildlife 

corridor regulations should not threaten the commercial agricultural businesses in this distinctive 

community.  

The Planning Commission recommended that the County remove the Tierra Rejada Valley from the 

CWPA, recognizing the impact that a “critical” designation would have on the future of agriculture in 

the valley. This term is prejudicial, placing a higher value on wildlife than the long-standing agricultural 

use. Wildlife transiting agricultural fields have the potential to leave fecal material that is prohibited by 

federal food safety laws and is a potential threat to public safety.  

The SCML reports, which the ordinance is based on, are highly critical of agricultural lands, ranking 

them as impermeable to wildlife passage. The report calls areas “occupied by agriculture” and 

recommends “habitat restoration of areas that have been converted to agriculture” (page 91 of the 

Santa Monica – Sierra Madre Connection), specifically referencing agriculture on the Camulos Ranch, 

east of Piru. This is an admission that agricultural uses within the corridors are being targeted for 

elimination. 

The Planning Commission also recommended that the stream bed mapping be clarified where it may be 

incorrect and to reduce setbacks of waterways from 200’ to 100’ to assist farmers and ranchers. In the 

Planning Commission hearing, Commissioner Richard Rodriguez who visited farms in the Tierra Rejada 

Valley, expressed concern about the impact of these buffers on the viability of farms and stated that 

that farmers and ranchers were stewards of their land. 

The County is on solid scientific ground with respect to removing the Tierra Rejada Valley from the 

CWPA per the Planning Commission recommendation. The mountain lion map presented by the 

National Park Service at the Planning Commission hearing, shows no evidence of mountain lions 

transiting across the Tierra Rejada Valley. The SCML models show that the Tierra Rejada Valley is not in 

the least cost corridor for either mountain lion or badger. In fact, in the Tierra Rejada Valley, the 

agricultural land west of Highway 23 was not identified as a corridor in the SCML models, instead being 

an addition after the fact. 

The valley is not a choke point, being 11,000’ wide at its narrowest point as mapped by the County. Due 

to all of the other restrictive policies in the county: SOAR requiring a public vote for intensification of 

use and for connections to city water and sewer, only 5% building coverage on open space and 

agricultural parcels, greenbelts, land conservation act contracts and other overlay zones including 

scenic resource protection.  
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CoLAB recommends that commercial agricultural parcels in the Tierra Rejada Valley, and in all other 

parts of the corridor, be removed entirely from the ordinance per the recent action of the County to 

remove agricultural parcels in the Santa Rosa Valley. It is important that we value and treasure the 

remaining agricultural lands in the Tierra Rejada Valley and in the rest of the County by not placing 

conflicting overlay zones on top of commercial agricultural parcels. 

4.   There is no evidence that the Oak View CWPA should be designated a critical passage area. Based on 

the South Coast Missing Linkages, Sierra Madre – Castaic report, the chosen Oak View area for the 

CWPA is not within the least cost corridor for mountain lions or badgers. Both the mountain lion and 

badger corridors are in east Ventura County, along the border with Los Angeles County. And the major 

corridor for mule deer is to the north of the chosen parcels in the Oak View CWPA. And, the Oak View 

CWPA is entirely in the less-permeable zone for mule deer, merely a u-turn in the overall wildlife 

movement corridor. 

In the email from the County Consulting Biologist, Whitney Wilkinson, on 3-26-19 (as presented in the 

JMBM attorney letter to the County of 2-28-19), County staff first designated the areas they wanted to 

protect based on no evidence that appears in the record. Then staff attempted to locate the evidence 

to support the decisions it had already made. In the email Ms. Wilkinson asks the National Park 

Service: “Do you know of animal movement data in the Oak View area? These are areas we have 

pinpointed as being critical to movement in the County Unincorporated areas.” The chosen Critical 

Wildlife Passage Areas were decided prior to scientific analyses and were presented in a stakeholder 

meeting in August of 2018 where there was significant push back from the agricultural community. It 

is significant to point out that emails from Ms. Wilkinson for the period between 10-18-17 and 8-29-

18, the precise period when the County was finalizing the CWPA locations, were not disclosed in the 

PRA request. We believe it is imperative for the County to provide us these records prior to the Board 

of Supervisors hearing to determine the scientific basis for this designation. 

5.   The Planning Commission expressed concern about security with respect to both lighting and 

fencing. 

The corridor passes through a wide variety of communities with differing security needs. Many of 

these areas are remote, have no street lighting or active sheriff patrols at night and are far away from 

public services. Other areas have commercial and agricultural uses and the corridors also pass through 

developed residential housing tracts.   

Each community needs to have the tools to secure their homes and families, deter crime and limit 

contact with predator wildlife through sufficient security fencing and lighting. The one-size-fits-all 

restrictions on fencing and lighting in the ordinance will place public safety at risk in many of the 

corridor areas and these regulations could become a liability for the County. 

FENCING  

Security Fencing - Fencing needs vary with location and public safety concerns.  

 The limitation on new and replacement fencing without a discretionary permit may reduce the 

safety of people and communities in the corridor. Properties may need to exceed the limitation of 

10% new or replacement fencing to protect their properties and families from trespass and 

intrusion if they are adjacent to public trails and parks, busy roads, steep slopes near natural 

hazards like rock slides, or other legitimate public safety reasons. The ordinance needs a timely 

exemption process that does not require a discretionary action.  
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This is supported by language from the joint VC CoLAB / The Nature Conservancy letter submitted 

to the County 5-26-17:  

“Chain link and other types of fencing along public roads and recreational trails is often desired by 

farmers and landowners to prevent trespassing, vandalism and theft. A notable example of 

agricultural lands along a major highway is Highway 126. Public trespassing onto cultivated 

agricultural lands can conflict with federal food safety laws. In addition, public trails that allow 

access to private property may need fencing for protection. This fencing could avert wildlife from 

crossing roads at grade and divert them to safer passage under road crossings, such as bridges and 

culverts.” 

 The standard for Wildlife Impermeable Fencing enclosures is confusing and is likely to be 

challenged in court. The ordinance language in 8109-4.8.3.1 (2) regulates all Wildlife Impermeable 

Fencing that forms an enclosed area. Then the ordinance states: “Wildlife impermeable fencing 

that includes unobstructed vertical gaps of at least 24 inches at intervals of 50 linear feet or less 

does not form an “enclosed area.” We question how this will be interpreted on a project level and 

what would be the purpose to build such fencing? 

Based on our research of the literature and documents the County provided as public records 

from a Public Records Act request, there is no such standard proposed in the literature for 24’ 

gaps in fencing every 50’. 

In fact, in an email from Kim Uhlich (County Planning) to Denise Kamradt (National Park Sevice) on 

9-7-17, she says: “Currently, Shelley and I are evaluating potential non-coastal zoning ordinance 

standards to require wildlife permeable fencing on lots within wildlife movement corridors. In 

reviewing recent results of a survey of the LIA group members pertaining to direct physical 

barriers to wildlife movement (e.g., fencing), it appears that the members overwhelmingly 

identified nonpermeable fencing as a “critical” problem. We have also reviewed documents 

regarding wildlife friendly fencing from various western states such as Montana and understand 

the potential hazards that exist for ungulates and other large mammals on open rangelands. 

However, we are aware of no direct evidence indicating that this is a significant problem on 

Ventura County rangeland or farmland.”  

CoLAB recommends that the County remove this language from the ordinance based on the lack 

of evidence or scientific basis for such a requirement. 

 Temporary fencing – An exemption for temporary event fencing needs to be added to the fencing 

regulations in the ordinance. This is needed in particular for events related to AG tourism that is 

vital to the county in keeping the agricultural industry viable and educating the public on where 

their food comes from. 

LIGHTING: 

We have concerns about the low lighting regulations where the wildlife corridors pass through 

developed communities. The lack of appropriate lighting levels will encourage wildlife to come into 

these residential neighborhoods at night, creating more conflicts between wildlife, residents and their 

animals. This will be problematic particularly for predator wildlife who would be exposed to cars on 

neighborhood streets and could pay the ultimate price for becoming a nuisance to a community. 

We recommend that the County Sheriff provide feedback on the following lighting requirements: 
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 Walkway and driveway lights will be restricted to 200 lumens (approx. 10 watts) in downward 

directed fixtures with a height of no more than 2’ above the ground.  Is this adequate light for safe 

passage, particularly for elderly and handicapped residents at night? 

 Security lighting over 850 lumens (approx. 60 watts) is required to be on a motion sensor. In 

testimony at the Planning Commission hearing from Matthew Caezza, past Deputy Sheriff in the 

Lockwood Valley, “The lighting issue is something that I go out on a daily basis and tell people 

when their home gets burglarized – put up lights, more lights… I need my residents to be 

proactive… Motion lighting is a great idea but how often does it really work? You have to get that 

sensor set just right so it doesn’t pick up every critter that runs around through your yard.” Are 

motion sensors reliable enough to protect public safety in all areas of the wildlife corridors?  

6)   The Planning Commission recommended that the program needs to have a clearly stated appeals 

process for resolving the complications of properties. 

Colab believes the appeals process needs to encompass requests for challenging all mapping 

anomalies with respect to the corridor mapping including the County’s approach to “filling in holes” in 

the South Coast Missing Linkages maps and the designation of water feature buffers. This was 

discussed in detail in Comment 1. above. This process needs to reasonably accommodate issues for 

specific properties, be subject to a fixed fee, and facilitate resolution within a prescribed timeframe.  

7)   The Planning Commission recommended the County clarify the effect of the program on properties 

that have granted conservation easements. 

CoLAB is very concerned about the impact that this ordinance will have on properties where 

conservation easements are in process and properties that have a previously recorded restrictive 

covenant. We believe these properties should be exempt from the regulations of the overlay zones. In 

addition, we are concerned that these regulations will discourage future conservation easements on 

properties in these overlay zones, hindering true conservation efforts that place properties in 

conservation easements in perpetuity.  

8)   The Planning Commission recommended that the County remove the Lockwood Valley from the 

entire ordinance. 

We support the County in their removal of the Lockwood Valley from the HCWC overlay zone at the 

request of the Planning Commission. These areas are remote and are entirely surrounded by a half-

million acres of the Los Padres National Forest (LPNF). Residents here need to have adequate fencing 

and lighting to deter predator animals around the minor development in this small community. This 

will help deter wildlife from the few road areas, lessening accidents and conflicts with residents.  

 

Since the Planning Commission hearing there have been requests from other small communities in the 

LPNF to be removed from ordinance. CoLAB supports these requests and recommends that all private 

property within the National Forest be removed from the ordinance. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The County is rushing this ordinance forward to the Board of Supervisors with a number of unresolved 

issues. In particular the unfair modification of the maps in the Santa Rosa Valley will expose the County to 

litigation from numerous property owners that have the same issues with Corridor boundaries and 

restrictions on fire clearance in surface water features on the edge of residential neighborhoods.  
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There is more work to do to make this ordinance balanced and effective in protecting agriculture, 

maintaining public safety and supporting cooperative and effective fire prevention methods while 

enabling wildlife to continue to roam in our County. 

Sincerely, 

 

Lynn Gray Jensen 

Executive Director  

 

CC:  jeff.barnes@ventura.org 
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